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Abstract
This thesis presents a method for creating immersive, Hubble Space Telescope inspired space
vistas using volumetric modeling and rendering techniques. Scenes of vibrant stars, space dust, and
nebulous clouds are assembled using variations of implicit functions, pyroclastic displacement, and
wisp algorithms. Scenes are then lit using volumetric light scattering and deep shadow maps. A
production pipeline is used to efficiently distribute tasks, with pre-visualization in Houdini, scene
creation in Python, rendering in C++, and compositing in Nuke. Camera movement is utilized
to create a sense of depth and scope with the ultimate intent of taking the audience on a solemn
journey through a vast and vibrant universe.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The goal of this thesis is to create large and highly detailed three-dimensional scenes based
on Hubble Space Telescope images. This paper will cover all of the important steps in this process,
from the most important algorithms used to create the clouds, data structures used to optimize
render times, and the pipeline that allows for quick iteration. The process of creating each final
scene will then be explained, including the motivation for each scene, themes and inspiration, and
failed iterations.
Space and the starry night sky have inspired and unsettled people for as long as they have
been able to look up. Constant and ever out of reach, stars are frequently associated with mysterious,
immeasurable, and larger-than-life concepts like religion, destiny, and heroism. The ancient Greeks
immortalized their heroes by drawing them in the constellations, creating the astrological signs still
used today. Shakespeare coined the phrase ”star crossed lovers” in Romeo and Juliet to convey
the characters’ unbreakable, fated romance. The sun and stars were so culturally entwined with
the Catholic worldview in 1610 that any new ideas were seen as serious existential threats. Galileo
Galilei was imprisoned for arguing for the new, and correct, heliocentric model of the solar system.
Since 1990, NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope has been rendering the stars with greater detail
than ever before, becoming a powerful source of inspiration in its own right. The images’ vibrant
colors, intimidating forms, and unfathomable scale inspire the artist and confound the thinker,
dazzling us with their natural beauty while raising unanswerable questions about our place in the
universe. The goal of this thesis is to expand these visceral images into three-dimensional space and
journey through them.
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Figure 1.1: The Rosette Nebula [12]
Many feature films draw from Hubble Space Telescope images. The most obvious and literal
examples are science fiction films in space, like Contact (1997), Guardians of the Galaxy (2014),
Jupiter Ascending (2015), Wall-E (2008), Star Trek (2009), Star Trek: Into Darkness (2013), Star
Trek: Beyond (2016). All of these films contain scenes set in or around colorful, otherworldly gaseous
clouds in space.
Space imagery is also common in fantasy stories, where it is frequently used to visualize
concepts that lack obvious imagery, from abstract ideas like wisdom and destiny, to ideas that are
considered beyond ordinary comprehension, like magic. Figure 1.2 shows a gaseous nebula above
the world of Asgard in Thor: The Dark World, which is visually similar to the Rosette Nebula in
Figure 1.1. Figure 1.3 shows how The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (2011) projects the talent selection
menu, which is a visualization of the player’s choices that shapes their identity and destiny, as
constellations on a backdrop of colorful, gaseous nebulas, each representing one of the three player
archetypes.
Despite the physical and mental distance of these celestial structures from Earth, they can
be digitally recreated using already established techniques. Gaseous space clouds can be made with
the same volumetric modeling and rendering software used for clouds, smoke, and fire. Camera,
lights, and models of clouds or space debris make up the full digital scene. A volumetric renderer
then raymarches through the scene pixel by pixel, converting the model and light data into the final
image representation [14].
To create convincing clouds, however, specific modeling techniques are needed. One such
method is pyroclastic displacement, which replicates the billowy texture of a cloud with narrow
valleys. This technique can be found in almost any modern movie with cloud effects, from avalanches
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Figure 1.2: A Starry Sky from Thor: The Dark World (2013) [13]. Copyright 2013 Walt Disney
Studios Motion Pictures. All rights reserved.
Figure 1.3: The talent selection screen in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (2011) [3]. Copyright 2011
Bethesda Softworks. All rights reserved
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in movies like The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor (2008), to the smoking trails of volcanic
missiles in 2012 (2009), to a blanket of clouds in Star Trek: Into Darkness (2012).
Another common volumetric technique heavily used in this thesis is called a wisp. Wisps are
a simple yet highly controllable tool that can create things as disparate as water motes in a rushing
river torrent in The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001) to magical spells in Harry
Potter and the Half Blood Prince (2009). Here they are used to create intricately structured nebulae
that explode out from a central nexus.
Even with these methods implemented, actually building and rendering scenes is a cumber-
some and daunting procedure. Time to iterate is reduced by implementing additional data structures
and algorithms that speed up simulation and render times. Two of the simplest yet most effective
methods used here are voxel grids and axis-aligned bounding boxes. Voxel grids store cloud data
in a three-dimensional grid, drastically reducing render time calculations. Axis-aligned bounding
boxes prevent the renderer from marching in empty space.
Multiple layers and renders are created for each scene to build a sufficiently detailed com-
position. Even with quicker renders, a production pipeline is needed to effectively distribute tasks
between tools. Scene pre-visualization is done in Houdini and is used to confirm camera movements,
animation speeds, and bounding box positions before rendering. Scene objects are represented with
simple object primitives, giving a crude but effective representation of frame composition.
After pre-visualization, the scene is assembled in python scripts. While the source code is
all written in C++, python is much more suited to quickly assembling scenes. A tool called Simple
Wrapper and Interface Generator, or SWIG [2], is used to create python bindings for the C++
source code, allowing python usage.
In the python script, point data written out from Houdini is read into the scene, giving the
positions of clouds, the camera, and lights in the scene. Pyroclastic clouds and wisps are then built
on the points with parameters unique to each scene. The scene is then rendered into an EXR image.
The final step is to assemble the multiple layers of a scene into a final sequence. This is
done in Nuke. Additional artistic adjustments are made, like color and contrast adjustment. The
sequence is then written out and completed.
With the pipeline and tools in place, the creative aspect is all that is left. The Hubble Space
Telescope, film, and games provide inspiration and a barometer for the level of quality the products
of this thesis should achieve. Multiple scenes are created based on these sources and then combined
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into a final film. Constant and simple camera movement is used to make the audience feel adrift in
space, silent observers to the natural beauty of the universe.
The rest of this thesis is structured to cover the foundational concepts upon which the final
art is built, covering key equations, algorithms, and data structures that are necessary to build a
digital scene. It will then discuss in detail the process of creating the final sequences, from inspiration
to implementation.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
2.1 Key Equations, Algorithms, and Data Structures
There are many equations, algorithms, and data structures that make up the foundation of
the software used to build these scene. The artist needs a diverse and robust system to easily build a
variety of interesting and unique scenes. It must be efficient enough for the artist to iterate quickly
and accurate enough to look physically correct.
2.1.1 The Rendering Equation
The most fundamental equation to this thesis is the rendering equation, which determines
how a three-dimensional scene of volumetric data will converted into an accurate two-dimensional
image. It calculates the amount of light L(xc,np) that reaches a camera at position xc at the single
pixel vector np passes through [14]. Luckily, since this thesis deals entirely with volumetric objects,
as hard surfaces do not need to be taken into account:
L(xc,np) =
∫ smax
0
ds cT (x(s)) κ ρ(x(s)) exp
{
−
∫ s
0
ds
′
κ ρ(x(s
′
))
}
(2.1)
x is the direction of the light vector, x(s) is the position in space along the light vector, ρ(x(s)) is
the density at position x(s), The sum of color contributions
cT (x(s)) = cE(x(s)) + cI(x(s)) (2.2)
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is the natural emissiveness of the volumetric material cE added with the light from external sources
cI(x(s)) = cLTL(x). (2.3)
The color contribution from an external light cI is the color of the light cL multiplied by a phase
function and the transmissivity
TL(x) = exp
{
−
∫ D
0
ds
′
κ ρ(x+ s
′
nL)
}
(2.4)
of the light at that point. For the purposes of this thesis, the phase function is treated as a constant
1 and can be ignored.
Calculating the transmissivity involves a second integration along the line from the point in
volume x to the light xL, scattering light as it passes through material. D is the distance between
the point and the light |x− xL| and nL is the normalized vector pointing from the volume position
to the light position.
The programmatic implementation of these equations marches along the line
x(s) = xnear + snp
with a step size of ∆s. The length of the line s is determined by |xnear − xfar|. xnear and xfar
set the boundaries of our scene and are given by either the near or far planes of the camera or from
a bounding box intersection routine. At each step, the density ρ(x(s)) is recorded and multiplied
by the extinction coefficient κ and the color contribution from emittance and light sources cT . This
means at every step another raymarch must be performed for every light in the scene from that
volume point to the light. It is easy to see how render times can increase quickly in this paradigm
and why additional structures must be implemented to increase efficiency.
2.1.2 Bounding Boxes
One of the most effective ways to cut down render times is to prevent raymarching through
empty space by using axis-aligned bounding boxes. The ray-box intersection algorithm [15] is a
very fast way of identifying if a ray passes through a box in space. By placing bounding boxes
around important scene objects, useless marching through empty space can be prevented. A direct
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implementation of the traditional algorithm [15] was used. The original algorithm only returns true
if a box is hit or false if missed, so it was modified to return the values tmin and tmax, which are
scalar values that identify where the ray enters and exits the box. Raymarching then begins at point
tmin along the vector and ends when tmax is reached.
2.1.3 Grids
Intricate or large scale scenes can be very difficult to assemble and render quickly without
using effective data structures. Rectangular, three-dimensional grids are one of the simplest ways
to store and render scene data. Some tools, like Wisps, require grids.
A grid is a three-dimensional orthogonal array that discretizes and stores values in a volume
in grid cells called voxels. Voxels can contain any data type, with floats, vectors, and colors being
the most common. Upon creation, a grid will iterate over all of its voxels, storing the value at that
location in space in the voxel. Most frequently, this value is density, which is just a measure of the
amount of material, or space dust, at that location. When the ray-marcher marches through the
grid at render time, the grid returns the interpolated value from between its voxels. While grids are
used to store data in three-dimensions, it is more efficient to create them as a one-dimensional array.
float *floatGrid = new float[xVoxels*yVoxels*zVoxels]
This simple float array is also known as a dense grid because all of the data it can possibly
store is immediately allocated. Unless the scene fits perfectly inside a cube or is very small, a dense
grid is not the best way to store scene data because empty voxels still consume memory. A sparse
grid is a more dynamic grid that allows for much larger scenes because it only allocates memory
in parts of the scene that actually contain values. It does this by dividing the scene into empty
partitions, which are only allocated if a voxel inside the partition has a value placed in it. The
simplest implementation is an array of float pointers
float **sparseFloatGrid = new float*[partitionsX*partitionsY*partitionsZ]
When a voxel needs to be set, the sparse grid will check if that voxel is allocated. If it isn’t,
it will allocate the partition the voxel is located in.
if(sparseFloatGrid[index] == NULL){
sparseFloatGrid[index] = new float[partitionLenX*partitionLenY*partitionLenZ];
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for(int i = 0; i < partitionLenX*partitionLenY*partitionLenZ)
sparseFloatGrid[index][i] = defaultValue;
}
Since space structures are frequently dense and intricate at their cores but sparse and empty
at their fringes, sparse grids are the natural tool for storing them.
Another important use of grids is known as a deep shadow map [14]. One of the most
computationally costly parts of rendering is calculating the transmittance of a light to a point in
space (equation 2.4). In a scene with many lights, render times can quickly become cumbersome if
a more efficient algorithm isn’t used. Deep shadow maps drastically reduce this calculation time
by performing this raymarch before render time, pre-calculating the accumulated density along the
line drawn between every grid point and a single light. At render time, light contribution can then
be calculated using the stored values in the grid rather than raymarching at every step along every
ray. All lighting in this thesis is performed with deep shadow maps, as the traditional lighting model
is far too slow for production.
2.1.4 Pyroclastic Displacement
Pyroclastic displacement is a technique that produces convincing, billowy displacement on
simpler volumetric surfaces. It was first used by Alan Kapler in the film XXX to simulate a growing
avalanche accelerating behind a skier [5]. Pyroclastic displacement parameters allow it to look like
many things, but it is typically recognizeable by its flat, softly rounded peaks, with sharp and narrow
canyons between them. The pyroclastic displacement of a sphere is given by
fpyro(x) = R− |x− xsphere|+
∣∣∣∣N( x− xsphere|x− xsphere|
)∣∣∣∣γ
where R is the radius, xsphere is the center of the sphere, and γ is an arbitrary exponent [14]. N
is a highly controllable noise function that returns pseudo-random values that create organic and
natural looking patterns. Noise functions have many attributes, like frequency, which scales the
noise, and octaves, which control the level of detail.
This effectively displaces a surface by the absolute value of a noise function, which reflects the
troughs of the noise into peaks. The exponent controls the curvature of the resulting displacement,
with low values creating flat peaks with narrow canyons and high values creating sharp peaks with
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Figure 2.1: An implicit sphere, a pyroclastic sphere with an exponent of 2.0, and a pyroclastic sphere
with an exponent of 0.2
flat canyons. Figure 2.1 shows the effect of pyroclastic displacement on an implicit sphere.
Pyroclastic displacement is useful for giving any kind of dust or volumetric material more
definition. While it is most often used on blankets of clouds like in Figure 2.2, it can just as easily be
applied to clouds in space, although it should be used more judiciously. Many space cloud formations
are smooth or more intricate than pyroclastic discplacement may allow, but similar displacement is
visible in some formations like the Horsehead Nebula, in Figure 2.3.
2.1.5 Wisps
A Wisp is another volumetric technique that can be used for a variety of purposes, from
running water and trails of dust to large scale nebulae with intricate details. They were also pioneered
by Alan Kapler, first debuting in the The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001) to
create realistic, controllable white water in the ‘Ford of Bruinen’ scene, when Arwen summons a
rushing river to carry away the Nazgul [14], shown in Figure 2.4. Their applications extend far
beyond motes of foam, dust, and smoke, though, and their speedy calculation times and varied
forms make them a primary tool of this thesis. Unlike pyroclastic displacement, wisps require a
grid. In their simplest form, they can be created with a position, a chosen number of dots, a uniform
random number generator, and two distinct copies of fractal sum noise (simplex is used here). The
10
Figure 2.2: Pyroclastic-like clouds in Star Trek: Into Darkness (2013) Copyright 2013 Paramount
Pictures. All rights reserved.
Figure 2.3: Pyroclastic-like clouds in the Horsehead Nebula [10].
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algorithm is as follows:
for Number of Dots do
1. Randomly generate a point X0(x, y, z) with coordinates in the range [−1, 1]
2. Map the point to a unit sphere by normalizing it.
Xsphere =
X0
|X0|
3. Calculate the first layer of displacement using fractal sum noise. If FSN1 returns
negative values, γ is set to 1.0 to prevent them from becoming positive.
X1 = FSN1(Xsphere)
γ
4. Translate to wisp position and scale by the wisp radius R.
X2 = P +X1R
5. Translate additionally with second fractal sum noise. Note that the first displacement
is one-dimensional, while this second displacement is generated in three dimensions. To
create more natural noise, each dimension should be offset by arbitrary constants A, B,
and C.
X3 = X2 + (FSN2(X2 +A), FSN2(X2 +B), FSN2(X2 + C))
6. Stamp X3 to grid.
end
The many parameters allow this algorithm to create many different things. A small wisp
in a grid with a relatively large voxels can create a soft contoured mote of water or smoke. The
same wisp in a very high resolution grid, however, is highly detailed, ribbonlike, and ethereal. The
versatility of the wisp algorithm made it a primary tool in this thesis, with wisps making it into
every shot in multiple forms. Figures 2.5 through 2.10a show wisp variations created by changing
only a few parameters and how they may be applied in a space context.
One of the simplest parameters to change that strongly impacts the final look of the wisp
is the range of the first noise function FSN1(Xsphere). Traditionally, this is between 0 and 1. Since
FSN1 takes points on a unit sphere as its argument, its output is predictable and controllable. A
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Figure 2.4: Wisps helped create the rushing river in the ”Ford of Bruinen” scene in The Lord of the
Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring [4]. Copyright 2001 New Line Cinema. All rights reserved.
range of [0, 1] means all points returned by FSN1 will be within the original radius of the sphere,
with points near the center forming sharp and dense peaks and points near the sphere surface
forming soft, sparse lobes. The second noise function FSN2 can obscure these features if its range
and frequencies are defined properly. In Figures 2.5 and 2.6, the sharp, pin-cushion like center is
still intact. Figure 2.5 has a traditional FSN1 range of [0, 1], with the sharp valleys ending slightly
short of the center of the wisp. In Figure 2.6, the range is increased to include very slightly negative
values, which gives the sharp valleys the nudge they need to all reach the center.
Figures 2.7a, 2.8, and 2.9a show the effect of increasing the range of FSN1 to [-1, 1] with
varying values of frequency. Negative noise values cause the unit sphere to displace through its
center, creating a dense core. This effect can also be obtained by increasing the exponent γ, but
γ offers less control, as it condenses the entire wisp closer to the center, obscuring or removing the
wisp’s outer features. Negative noise values create a dense core of matter while preserving detail
along the outer radius. This wisp form, with a dense center and soft, detailed edges, has clear visual
similarities to space nebulae.
Figure 2.10a shows the effect of moving the range to only positive values around 1. This
preserves the overall shape of the unit sphere while still rippling the surface with the second noise
function FSN2. Similar sphere like structures can be found in many star formations, like the Helix
(figure 3.6), Bubble (figure 2.10b), and Abell 7 Nebulae.
In my experience, the next most impactful wisp parameters are the frequency and octaves
13
Figure 2.5: A wisp with the first level of displacement noise returning [0, 1].
Figure 2.6: A wisp with the first level of displacement noise returning [-0.125, 1].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: A wisp with low frequency and octaves and the first level of displacement noise returning
[-1, 1] (a) and the Butterfly Nebula (b) [9].
of its noise functions. Figure 2.7a shows a wisp with low frequencies and few octaves, creating only
two large and distinct lobes. Low frequency wisps have very defined features, making them excellent
center pieces. This particular wisp has striking similarities to the Hourglass and Butterfly Nebulae
(figure 2.7b), inspiring its usage as the primary feature of one scene.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9a show the effect of changing frequencies and octaves. Figure 2.8 is
ribbonlike and ethereal, with soft yet distinct lines all tracing back to its center. Lines closer to the
center form elongated loops that are reminiscent of the lines of a magnetic field, like those on the
surface of the sun. This parameterization could be adapted in similar fashion to visualize the force
a star has on the dust and stars around it.
Figure 2.9a has high frequencies and octaves, obscuring the clear lines that are visible in
figure 2.8. This wisp appears higher energy, angrier, and on a much larger scale than the previous
wisps. Where they may look respectively like individual nebulae or stars, this wisp looks closer to
an irregular galaxy like NGC 4449 [6], shown in figure 2.9b.
Figures 2.5 through 2.10a all show wisps with self-emittance that have no external lighting
source and their similarities to large scale star formations. However, wisps can just as easily be used
in large numbers to create more understated features like smoke, dust, or water.
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Figure 2.8: A wisp with medium frequency and octaves and the first level of displacement noise
returning [-1, 1].
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.9: A wisp with high frequency and octaves and the first level of displacement noise returning
[-1, 1] (a) and galaxy NGC 4449 (b) [6].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: A wisp with the first level of displacement noise returning [0.8, 1.2] (a) and the Bubble
Nebula (b) [7].
2.2 Production Pipeline
Successfully implementing the algorithms and data structures discussed above enables the
creation of simpler scenes. Anything beyond tests centered around the origin, however, quickly
become cumbersome and tedious to produce. To create a film with a defined themes, purpose-
ful composition, and fast iteration times, a production pipeline needs to be established that will
streamline some of the more difficult processes of scene creation.
The first step to improving iteration times is to use a less strict language that enables quick
prototyping, like Python. The core rendering and modeling code is written in C++ because it is the
most efficient language for computationally expensive tasks. The features that make C++ efficient,
however, make it less effective for quickly prototyping and iteration, and there is no reason that the
script that builds the scene itself needs to stay in C++. To access the C++ modules in a Python
environment, a tool called Simple Wrapper and Interface Generator, or SWIG, is used. SWIG takes
compiled C++ code and creates a Python wrapper for it, allowing C++ objects to be built in a
Python script. With the C++ code successfully wrapped, creating scenes in Python is significantly
faster.
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Figure 2.11: A pre-visualized scene in Houdini.
The next most significant problem is that the current implementation lacks any pre-visualization.
Scenes are very difficult to lay out because there is no real-time feedback nor easy ways to move the
camera and objects around in the scene. The artist’s only option is to directly enter numeric values
for positions and orientations and then render the scene, hoping it looks how they want. To decide
on scene composition and camera movements more quickly, it is necessary to use a three-dimensional
software package. Given the procedural nature of the algorithms used in this thesis, Houdini is the
best choice because of its more technical and procedural workflow. Since Houdini uses python, the
python wrapper described above can be called within the program, enabling features like pyroclas-
tic clouds to be viewed within Houdini. A pre-visualized scene in Houdini consists of plain sphere
primitives used as standins for clouds, lights, and other objects in the scene. The camera is then
animated to see how movement effects the composition. Once the camera animation and object
positions are determined, their positions are written to a file, which is then read into the python
scene. Figure 2.11 shows a pre-visualized scene in Houdini.
Finally, the scenes are made up of many layers that need to be combined into a single, final
sequence. Nuke is one of the most powerful compositing packages available and it uses a node based
workflow similar to Houdini, so it is used to composite the images together and add final artistic
touches. Contrast and saturation are increased and effects like shimmering glows and lens flares are
added.
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Chapter 3
Results
To sharpen the focus of the scenes that would become the final product, scenes were built
with two primary motivating ideas: depth and drama.
Depth is the most important motivating factor when creating the scene compositions. Hub-
ble Space Telescope images are beautiful enough in their own right that recreating them in 3-D would
be pointless if the camera were still looking at star formations light years away. For this reason, the
earliest scene conceptions had multiple layers with a foreground, middleground, and background.
The intent is for the camera to be moving through cloud formations, giving a sense of space and
speed that is unattainable in a two-dimensional image.
A moving foreground and camera also enable a sense of drama and intrigue as objects pass
into and out of view. By obscuring parts of the background and with proper use of timing, objects in
the foreground can lead up to a compelling reveal of the scenes’ main attractions. Two final scenes
were constructed with these themes in mind.
3.1 The Hourglass
The first scene came about as a result of experimenting with wisp parameters. When the
hourglass wisp in figure 2.7a was first rendered, its intricate detail, defined form, and similarities
to the Butterfly Nebula (figure 2.7b) inspired a sequence. The first scene is built around this wisp.
The scene went through many versions, but the wisp was always the center of focus and the two
motivations described above, depth and drama, were always central to decision making.
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Figure 3.1: The earliest iteration of the hourglass scene
The hourglass is placed in the background, the furthest distance from the camera besides
only a blanket of speckled stars. The purpose of the middleground and foreground, then, is to build
depth and drama before the hourglass falls into view. To convey distance to the camera, two trails
of dust clouds (also created with wisps) stream out of the center of the hourglass and towards the
camera. Inside the dust trails are many denser, bright wisps that are meant to be stars. The stars
and the trail both increase in size as they approach the camera position, heightening the sense of
depth.
In the earliest iteration, the foreground was also created by a spherical wisp similar to the
one in figure 2.10a. The camera panned over a thin, ethereal ribbon of self-illuminating space dust.
Eventually it passes a threshold and this wisp drops off, revealing the hourglass in the background.
This early iteration is shown in figure 3.1.
There were multiple problems with this early version. While panning over the wisp in the
foreground achieved depth well, it failed at creating a dramatic reveal. The wisp surface was too
thin and transparent to properly obscure the hourglass. Since it was essentially the surface of a
rippled sphere, its form was also too simple, occupying the lower third of the frame without much
variation. Despite objects being placed at varying depths, the full scene also felt flat because all of
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Figure 3.2: The warm yellow-blue color scheme from this image of part of the Eagle Nebula [8]
inspired the final colors of the hourglass scene
the stars and dust in it were self-illuminating.
The foreground was reworked into pyroclastic clouds rather than self-illuminating wisps.
The clouds are much thicker, allowing the background to be fully obscured. By instantiating them
on points, they also allowed for a more controllable and interesting composition. As the camera
first comes in, it passes through clouds close to the left, then the right, then above and to the left.
Rather than panning over a consistent and flat surface, the camera now felt as if it were tunnelling
through a deeper and more dynamic environment. The first several frames also give a brief glimpse
of the hourglass behind the clouds, a hint at the future reveal.
Color was chosen based on a combination of artistic license and common, pleasing color
schemes from existing Hubble Space Telescope images, like the Eagle Nebula in figure 3.2. Shades
of blue and purple were initially chosen because they feel natural in the cold, dark recesses of
space. Warmer shades of yellow and orange-brown were added to balance out the cold and increase
variation.
At this point, the composition and camera movement were set and the remaining iterations
refined the clouds. Two more distinct clusters of clouds were created in the middle ground, each at
different depths and above the wisp trails, to increase depth. The pyroclastic spheres were advected
to give additional detail and obscure grid artifacts. A final layer of gridless advection was added
and animated at render time to give a very subtle movement most visible when the camera slows to
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Figure 3.3: The final sequence starts with the flare from the hourglass nebula peaking through the
clouds
a stop.
The hourglass, wisp trails, middleground clouds, foreground clouds, and star background
were all rendered on separate layers. They are composited together Nuke, where color and contrast
are adjusted. The most luminant areas of the clouds, typically along the edges whose normals are
perpendicular to the camera, had a glow effect added to them to blow them out. Finally, lens flares
were added to the largest stars in the scene and the main hourglass. Figures 3.3, 3.3, and 3.4 are
different frames of the final sequence.
3.2 The Eye
One of the problems with building the first scene around a particular wisp variation is that,
over many iterations, it strayed from the original intention of replicating Hubble Space Telescope
images. To return to the source material, the second scene was built almost exclusively around an
already existing image: The Helix Nebula, also known as The Eye of God 3.6. Whereas the first
scene started with an algorithm and then attempted to turn it into a space formation, the second
scene started with a specific nebula in mind to be replicated.
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Figure 3.4: The camera passes through the clouds, hiding the background
Figure 3.5: The camera passes through the clouds and the hourglass is revealed
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Figure 3.6: The Helix Nebula [11]
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The first step in recreating The Helix Nebula is identifying its primary physical features and
figureing out how to recreate them with already existing algorithms. The largest and most general
observations of the nebula are that are that it is spherical, relatively symmetrical, and hollow. This
type of shape can be made without much difficulty with a pyroclastic sphere and the shell operation.
The shell operation hollows out the pyroclastic sphere, leaving a surface of arbitrary thickness and
an empty center.
This yields a thin, transparent pyroclastic sphere, but the center is still fairly obscured by
the surface. To gain a clearer view of the hollow core of the nebula while retaining the thick, colorful
edges in the original image, two more spheres are subtracted from the front and the back of the
pyroclastic shell, leaving a large hole that is aligned with the camera. This same method is then
repeated on a larger sphere to create the semi-spherical gas clouds around the fringes of the main
formation. Since this outer cloud is more disparate than the inner clouds, much more material is
subtracted.
Recreating the nebula’s more intricate details is a bit more difficult. To me, the most
interesting small-scale details of the nebula are the trails of cosmic material radiating out from the
central star, more clearly visible in figure 3.7. These trails are the result of the physical force of the
exploding star dragging material off of surrounding stars, a process that is simply too complicated
to recreate in the code base’s current implementation. For this reason, they were instead created
in Houdini by scattering several hundred points around a sphere. Particles were then emitted and
advected away from the center of the nebula. The particles are then converted to density grid using
OpenVDB [1], which is then read into the scene with the pyroclastic shells. An early iteration of
these dust trails are visible in figure 3.8.
Camera movement is decided next. By adhering more strictly to an already existing nebula,
there is less flexibility to add features in the foreground and midground. The only way to get a
strong sense of depth, then, is to actually pan through the center of the nebula.
The scene is divided into three shots. The first shot, in figure 3.9, views the nebula from
far away, with it positioned in the center of the view and surrounded by emptiness. This shot is the
best way to introduce the audience to the scene because it is similar to how they would actually
see a nebula in real life, either by photograph or through a telescope. The camera approaches the
nebula slowly.
The second shot, in figure ??, warps forward, and the nebula now occupies the majority of
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Figure 3.7: A closer look at the dust trails within The Helix Nebula
Figure 3.8: An early iteration of the dust trails, independent of the pyroclastic cloud
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Figure 3.9: A distant shot of the nebula
the image. The audience can now see the more intricate details of the cloud, like the dust trails
radiating from the center. The camera still moves forward and then pitches down slightly to look at
the bottom surface of the sphere.
The final shot, in figure 3.11 warps forward into the nebula. The camera travels along the
bottom edge of shell, passing by the trails in the previous shot, now in much greater detail.
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Figure 3.10: A closer shot of the nebula
Figure 3.11: A shot inside of the nebula
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Discussion
Hubble Space Telescope images can be replicated with strong resemblance using the tech-
niques covered in this thesis. Wisps and Pyroclastic displacement, in particular, have many applica-
tions that allow the creation of versatile and unique scenes. Creating these scenes is a complicated
and many-stepped process which requires an established production pipeline.
Despite the successful resemblance of the final rendered sequences, there are many differences
between the real Hubble images and the rendered sequences. The most obvious is that the sheer
level of micro-detail present in real world space formations is simply too great to faithfully capture
in the scenes. For instance, the dust trails, despite each being the size of a star or larger, are very
subtle details in the original Helix Nebula image and are barely noticeable without looking closely
at the center of the image. There are so many of them that there is no clear distinction between
them and the clouds of gas ejected from the central, exploding star. By contrast, the dust trails in
the digital scene are much larger and immediately noticeable. They come out of the cloud layer like
long, defined tendrils rather than as miniscule parts of a larger whole.
There are many improvements that could still be made to the codebase that could acco-
modate larger grid sizes and faster render times. One such improvement would be to use bounding
boxes in a more automated and dynamic fashion by placing them only around grid cells that contain
material. Large quantities of bounding boxes would then have to be stored in a data structure like
a kD tree. This feature would not only improve render times, but it would also remove the need for
the user to manually place bounding boxes in the scene.
Other areas worth exploring would be a workflow that is more seamlessly integrated with
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OpenVDB. While OpenVDB works almost exclusively on grids and doesn’t support some of the
features of this thesis, it is highly optimized and professional library that could bring many benefits
to scene creation.
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